In Brief
Pande and Velicer demonstrate that diversity within natural fruiting-body groups of the bacterium Myxococcus xanthus generates chimeric synergy, whereas forced inter-group chimerism causes chimeric load.
SUMMARY
Many cooperative species form internally diverse social groups in which individual fitness depends significantly on group-level productivity from cooperation [1] [2] [3] [4] . For such species, selection is expected to often disfavor within-group diversity that reduces cooperative productivity [5, 6] . While diversity within social groups is known to enhance productivity in some animals [7] [8] [9] , diversity within natural groups of social microbes is largely unexamined in this regard. Cells of the soil bacterium Myxococcus xanthus respond to starvation by constructing multicellular fruiting bodies within each of which a subpopulation of cells transforms into stress-resistant spores [10] . Fruiting bodies isolated from soil often harbor substantial endemic diversity [11] that is, nonetheless, lower than between-group diversity, which increases with distance from millimeter to global scales [12] [13] [14] . We show that M. xanthus clones isolated from the same fruiting body often collectively produce more viable spores in chimeric groups than expected from sporulation in genetically homogeneous groups. In contrast, chimerism among clones derived from different fruiting bodies tends to reduce group productivity, and it does so increasingly as a function of spatial distance between fruiting-body sample sites. For one fruiting body examined in detail, chimeric synergy-a positive quantitative effect of chimerism on group productivity-is distributed broadly across an interaction network rather than limited to a few interactions. We propose that these results strengthen the plausibility of the hypothesis that selection may operate not only within Myxococcus groups, but also between kin groups to disfavor within-group variation that reduces productivity while allowing some forms of diversity that generate chimeric synergy to persist.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Stable evolutionary transitions to an increased level of biological organization require selection operating between higher-level units to be strong enough to disfavor diversity among lower-level units that greatly undermines reproductivity at the higher level [1, [15] [16] [17] . Individual cells vary radically across species in the degree to which their evolutionary interests are aligned with other cells by higher-level selection on intercellular interactions and multicellular structures [6, [17] [18] [19] [20] . In obligately multicellular organisms, the fitness of gene sets transmitted across generations by gametic cells depends fundamentally on cooperation between functionally differentiated (but genetically highly related [21] ) cells and multicell-level reproductivity [16, 17] . At the other extreme, any higher-order selection on autonomously reproducing single-cell organisms that exhibit only rudimentary intercellular cooperation, if any, is much weaker [22] [23] [24] .
Intermediately, in some species such as the bacterium Myxococcus xanthus, lower-level units (cells) cooperatively form multicellular structures (in this case, fruiting bodies) that constitute an increased level of biological organization. In M. xanthus, fruiting bodies tend to be composed of many identical and very closely related cells (relative to relatedness across distinct fruiting bodies, which decreases with increasing spatial scale [12, 14] ) and are thus also referred to here as ''kin groups.'' However, individual M. xanthus cells retain the ability to reproduce autonomously, thus creating the potential for lowerlevel selection to undermine multicellular forms and behaviors [25, 26] . If selection operating at the level of total kin-group productivity is strong, endemic within-group diversity that causes substantial chimeric load (i.e., reduces total group productivity) [27, 28] will be disfavored by selection, and interactions among extant within-group variants should commonly be neutral or positive with respect to total group productivity. In contrast, if selection on group-level productivity is weak or absent, within-group diversity that causes chimeric load is expected to be more common than within-group diversity of net positive effect, because mutations of negative effect on fitness and complex functions are expected to be more prevalent than mutations of positive effect [29] . Here we ask whether there is a fundamental difference between the character of diversity found within M. xanthus fruiting bodies versus diversity between fruiting bodies, particularly with respect to the effects of such diversity on total cooperative productivity during fruiting-body development, and speculate on the possible implications of our findings.
Within-Group Chimerism Increases Productivity while Between-Group Chimerism Decreases Productivity as a Function of Inter-group Distance
We tested for differences in total group spore productivity when clones that were independently isolated from the same fruiting body underwent development in separate monoculture groups versus in chimeric groups with their natural groupmates. To do so, we examined eight isolates from each of five fruiting bodies that emerged on soil particles sampled from three undisturbed wooded locations near Bloomington, Indiana (USA) [11] . These fruiting bodies were previously shown to be internally diverse, both genetically at marker loci and phenotypically in swarming rates and spore production [11] . The isolates selected for these experiments represent all the major classes of swarming phenotypes previously documented for the corresponding fruiting body. (See STAR Methods for additional strain selection criteria.)
For all five fruiting-body sets, estimates of total viable spore production were higher for the chimeric populations than the sum productivity of the respective clones in isolation (scaled for mixing proportions) (Figure 1) , with three of the positive effects being significant after correction for multiple tests (onesample t tests for difference from 1.0; Figure S1 ). The chimeric groups of these three sets produced from 1.9-to 6.5-fold more viable spores than expected from the performance of group members in pure culture (Figures 1, S1 , and S2).
The finding that chimerism among isolates sampled from the same fruiting body often increases total group productivity compared to levels expected from genetically homogeneous cultures of group members contrasts sharply to results showing that chimerism among isolates derived from different fruiting bodies often greatly reduces social productivity [13, 27, 28] . Because the genetic diversity of natural M. xanthus populations exhibits strong spatial structure [11] [12] [13] [14] , we performed experiments to directly test (1) if the directional effect of chimerism differs for within-group chimeras composed of isolates from our focal fruiting bodies versus artificial between-group chimeras composed of isolates from different fruiting bodies and (2) whether there is an inverse correlation between cooperative group productivity and the spatial distance between isolate origins for between-group chimeras. To do so, we mixed three-strain sets of isolates that had been sampled either from within the same fruiting body at the scale of micrometers or from different fruiting bodies that were themselves isolated at roughly millimeter, centimeter, meter, and kilometer scales.
Consistent with our results from eight-strain mixes of withinfruiting-body isolates, average total spore production across the three micrometer-scale three-strain mixes (each composed of isolates from the same fruiting body) was significantly higher than expected based on pure-culture assays ($160% of the null expectation, one-sample t test for difference from 100%, p < 0.03). In contrast, the effects of mixing isolates derived from separate fruiting bodies were overwhelmingly negative. Among the millimeter-scale chimeras, the average mixing-effect estimate was negative, with effects for two of the three threestrain sets being significantly so (one-sample t tests, p % 0.04). Effects of mixing on total productivity were also strongly and significantly negative for all centimeter-, meter-, and kilometerscale three-strain sets (one-sample t tests, p % 0.04 after correction for multiple tests). Moreover, across three-strain chimeras composed of isolates from distinct fruiting bodies isolated at millimeter, centimeter, meter, and kilometer scales, group productivity decreased significantly as a function of inter-origin distance (Pearson's r (7) = À0.86, p < 0.003) ( Figure 2 ). This result can be explained by the observation that M. xanthus genetic diversity increases with spatial sampling scale [12, 14] .
Within-Group Chimeric Synergy Can Be Distributed Broadly across Group Members and Interaction Networks
Previous studies have observed that mixed cultures of two strains of the same microbial species can exhibit higher total Expected (gray bars) and observed (green bars) total spore productivity of eight-strain chimeras composed of strains sampled from the same fruiting body for five different fruiting bodies is shown. Each chimeric population consists of eight distinct isolates from the respective fruiting bodies mixed in equal initial proportion (**p < 0.01 for paired-sample t test for differences between observed and expected values after multiple-test correction; see the STAR Methods). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. See also Figures S1 and S2 and Table S1. The observed percentages of expected total spore production exhibited by experimental chimeras composed of three isolates from either the same fruiting body (''FB,'' mm scale) or from different fruiting bodies sampled across several spatial scales (mm, cm, m, and km) are shown. Circles represent total spore productivity of three-strain chimeras, and triangles represent the overall mean of chimera averages at each spatial scale represented by multiple chimeras (Table S2 ). The horizontal spread of data points within each sample scale is artificial to allow data visualization. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. See also Tables S1 and S2. productivity than cultures of either strain alone, both in the context of spore production during fruiting-body development [30, 31] and vegetative growth [32] . However, these studies focused solely on pairwise mixes rather than more complex groups. Additionally, in many strain pairings, just one of the two partner strains appears to be responsible for positive effects of mixing on total productivity [30, 31] .
We used two approaches to test whether the positive grouplevel effect of chimerism among isolates from fruiting body MC3.5.9 is caused simply by the response of a small minority of strains to chimerism or rather if positive responses are broadly distributed across potential social interactions. First, using antibiotic resistance-marked variants of all eight isolates (Table S1) , we compared the spore productivity of each isolate in the eight-isolate chimera to its productivity alone in pure culture. Second, we also examined all possible two-isolate chimeras to test the response of each isolate to every other isolate individually.
Both of these approaches indicated that positive responses to within-group chimerism are broadly distributed across possible MC3.5.9 social interactions. First, for the individual strain responses to eight-isolate chimeras, seven of the eight individual mixing-effect estimates were positive, with four remaining significantly so after multiple-test correction (C, F, G, and H; paired-sample t test, p % 0.025; Figures 3 and S3) . Additionally, chimerism increased spore production by a majority of MC3.5.9 group members in a large majority of pairwise mixes as well. Across all 28 possible pairings, the number of positive individual responses to mixing was significantly greater than expected by chance, both overall (40 positive, 16 negative) and among responses that differed significantly from neutrality after multiple-test correction (33 positive, 10 negative) (binomial tests both p < 0.01; Figure 4A ). Similarly, pairings in which both isolates produced significantly more spores in mixture than alone (13) greatly outnumbered the three pairings in which mixing significantly reduced sporulation by both strains ( Figure 4B ). Correspondingly, positive effects of pairwise mixing on total spore productivity (irrespective of individual strain responses) greatly outnumbered negative effects (16 significantly positive effects, one significantly negative effect; Figure 4C ), with the grand mean of total mixing effects being significantly positive (B ij grand mean = 0.37; one-sample t test, p < 0.01; df = 27; Figure 4C ; Table S3 ).
Positive responses to mixing were not limited to strains that sporulate at low levels in pure culture (e.g., G and H; Figure 4B ; Table S3 ) interacting with strains that produce many spores Expected (gray bars) and observed (green bars) spore productivity of each of the eight MC3.5.9 isolates within chimeric populations composed of all eight isolates mixed at initially equal proportions. Expected values are based on parallel pure-culture assays. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals (**p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001 for paired-sample t tests for differences between observed and expected values after correction for multiple tests). See also Figure S3 . (C) Effects of pairwise chimerism on total spore productivity (log 10 -transformed data, B ij ) for all possible pairs of MC3.5.9 isolates. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. See also Table S3. when alone (e.g., B, D, and E), although such extracellular (or social) complementation of relatively defective strains was common ( Figure 4B ; Table S3 ). (Here, ''complementation'' refers to the provision of molecules necessary for high sporulation by one genotype to another genotype that does not produce the factor [or produces less of it] in a manner that rescues the sporulation defect of the latter genotype.) Rather, in many cases, isolates that sporulated at intermediate or high levels in pure culture also responded positively to interacting with their natural groupmates. Such positive responses by high-level sporulators occurred both in interactions with other high-level sporulators (e.g., B, C, and F) and also with low-level pure-culture sporulators. For example, the low pure-culture sporulators G and H both induced substantially higher sporulation by a majority of other isolates from the same group than expected from their pure-culture performance (Figure 4) . Collectively, our results indicate that positive effects of interactions among groupmates on spore productivity are distributed broadly, not only with respect to numbers of group members and potential pairwise interactions, but also with respect to the social phenotypes of group members in pure culture.
Little is known about the complex combinations of selective forces acting on fruiting-body formation and spore productivity in wild populations of myxobacteria. Thus, our results are potentially consistent with multiple distinct evolutionary scenarios. However, several known features of M. xanthus natural populations discussed below are relevant to evaluating these possible scenarios.
First, the high frequency of fruiting bodies from natural soil samples that harbor substantial levels of within-group diversity [11] suggests that at least some such diversity is promoted by selection. Within-group selection among variant cell genotypes must occur and could promote diversity when genotype fitness ranks reverse due to negative frequency dependence [33] or when fitness relationships among genotypes are non-transitive [34] . Additionally, selection might also occur between spatially distinct kin groups, e.g., fruiting bodies. Such between-group selection should favor within-group diversity of neutral or positive effect on group-level performance over diversity that undermines collective performance, i.e., imposes chimeric load. We suggest that the quantitatively positive effects of chimerism among within-group isolates of M. xanthus demonstrated here strengthen the plausibility of the hypothesis that selection may occur between myxobacterial kin groups and thus influence the fates of distinct sets of within-group diversity that differentially affect the collective performance of their respective groups.
The potential for kin-group-level selection to operate in natural populations of M. xanthus over evolutionarily significant periods would require a significant degree of ''heritability'' of group composition across successive cycles of cooperation [35] . Three major features of M. xanthus biology are expected to promote the spatiotemporal clustering of endemic diversity within local groups or, phrased inversely, to reduce inter-group dispersal that would diminish group-level heritability. First, M. xanthus produces cell-cell adhesins that are likely to limit cell-level dispersion in soil [36] . Indeed, many natural isolates grow in cell clumps in well-shaken batch culture that can be difficult to disperse mechanically. Second, an extraordinarily diverse mosaic of kin-discriminatory allotypes that exhibit colonymerger incompatibility toward one another is found even at small spatial scales (e.g., millimeters and centimeters) in soil [13, 14] . Such incompatibilities can reduce inter-group migration and co-aggregation into shared fruiting bodies at colony borders [37] . Third, M. xanthus isolates from different fruiting bodies across similarly fine spatial scales pervasively exhibit strong antagonisms that are positively frequency dependent, both during both vegetative growth and development [38] . Such positive frequency dependence is expected to reduce successful invasions across social-allotype territory borders by small numbers of migrants and has been shown to promote the maintenance of diversity across patchily distributed populations [38] .
The detailed relationships between total spore productivity of fruiting bodies and collective fitness in soil are unknown. However, the sporulation behaviors of natural isolates in lab experiments suggest that selection in the wild may often favor intermediate ranges of possible spore productivity. The majority of M. xanthus natural isolates that have been tested for sporulation make large numbers of viable spores in pure culture, yet they rarely convert more than 30% of an initial population into spores that survive standard spore-selection procedures [11, 13, 27, 39] . Thus, there may be upper spore-production thresholds above which increased sporulation trades off against other components of fitness, such as dispersal, protection, or spore quality [31, 40] , and lower thresholds below which group spore productivity correlates positively with collective fitness.
If total spore production sometimes correlates negatively with group-level fitness, harmful chimeric synergy might arise from cell-level selection for increased representation within fruiting bodies and adversely affect group-level fitness by increasing productivity above an optimal range relative to an ancestral state. However, in our experiments, among the two eight-strain chimeras that exhibited both significant chimeric synergy and similarly high total productivity of $10 8 spores (GH2.1.4 and KF5.4.6), in neither case was the productivity of the chimera significantly higher than the highest pure-culture productivity observed among individual group members ( Figure S1 ). Thus, these patterns do not suggest a chimera-specific increase in productivity relative to an ancestral state (assuming that group members descend recently from a common ancestor [11] ).
Total viable-spore productivity may often correlate positively with group-level fitness in nature. When this is the case, sets of within-group diversity that generate chimeric synergy may be allowed to persist or be actively promoted by kin-group-level selection, while within-group diversity that greatly reduces productivity would decrease by this mechanism. Chimeric synergy that is beneficial to group-level fitness might evolve by either (or both) of two different mutational processes. First, chimeric synergy may evolve by mutations that cause chimera-specific increases in productivity relative to the pure-culture productivity of a common ancestor. Alternatively, chimeric synergy might evolve by a degradative process that does not increase total productivity relative to an ancestral state. In this latter scenario, latent proficiency at pure-culture sporulation degrades in one or more lineages of a group (e.g., by defects in developmental signaling) but does so in a manner that can be synergistically complemented by other genotypes. Latent defects for pureculture performance could initially evolve by within-group selection (e.g., for cheating) and also collectively be allowed to persist by between-group selection due to chimeric synergy. This process could result from relaxed selection on pure-group performance if locally diversified lineages tend to remain spatially associated and might result in a ''black queen''-like scenario if different lineages of the same group cluster lost distinct yet complementary functions [41] . In the absence of chimeric synergy, high frequencies of such strains with reduced latent pure-group proficiency would impose chimeric load [26] and be disfavored by between-group selection. That selection in the wild might sometimes favor chimeric synergy within microbial groups is supported by a recent study in which advantageous division of labor evolved rapidly within simple experimental populations of the bacterium Pseudomonas fluorescens [42] .
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Natural isolates of the bacterium M. xanthus that were previously reported [11] were used in this study (See Table S1 for details). Five fruiting body groups (MC3.5.9, GH3.5.6, KF4.3.9, KF5.4.6, GH2.1.4) originally isolated from soil at three undisturbed wooded locations near Bloomington, Indiana were analyzed (Moores Creek (MC), Old Meyers Road (GH) and Indiana University Teaching and Research Preserves at Kent Farm (KF)) [11] . These fruiting bodies were selected because that had previously been shown to harbor both genetic and phenotypic diversity among multiple clones isolated from each [11, 14] . All strains were grown in liquid CTT medium [44] (1% casitone, 8 mM magnesium sulfate, 10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.6) at 32 C and on CTT 1.5% agar medium (prepared by adding 1.5% agar to CTT liquid medium). To estimate spore productivity strains were inoculated on TPM 1.5% agar medium [45] (CTT 1.5% agar without casitone).
METHOD DETAILS
Culture conditions and sporulation assays All agar plates were incubated at 32 C and 90% rH and all the liquid cultures were incubated at 32 C, 300 rpm. For developmental sporulation assays, utilized strains were inoculated onto CTT 1.5% agar medium [44] from frozen stocks, incubated for 3-5 days, inoculated from the colony edge into 8 mL liquid CTT, and incubated for $24 h. Cultures were then centrifuged at 20 C for 15 min at 5000 rpm and pellets were resuspended with fresh TPM liquid [45] to a density of $5 3 10 9 cells/mL prior to being spotted as pure and/or mixed cultures on TPM 1.5% agar. Starvation plates were then incubated for 5 days, after which the cell populations were harvested with a sterile scalpel, transferred into 1 mL ddH 2 O and heated for 2 h at 50 C. After heat treatment spores were sonicated twice for 10 s and then diluted into CTT soft agar (0.5% agar) with or without kanamycin added depending on the assay. Plates were incubated for 6 days, after which colonies were counted.
Experimental design
All experiments were replicated independently three times except six replicates were performed for the eight-strain chimera assays for MC3.5.9 reported in Figure 1 and four were performed for the assays reported in Figure 3 . Strain selection for the three-strain chimera experiments was randomized as described below. Blinding does not apply to our data. Sample sizes and statistical methods are supplied throughout the text. No data was excluded from analysis. REAGENT Effect of eight-strain chimerism on total spore productivity To test the effect of mixing independent isolates from these natural fruiting body groups, we selected eight representative isolates from each fruiting body (Table S1 ). Selected isolates represent all the major classes of swarming-rate phenotypes previously documented within respective fruiting body group [11] . For each fruiting-body group, we compared the spore productivity of a mixed culture containing all eight strains mixed in equal proportions with expected productivity calculated from monoculture productivities of each individual isolate. For pure-culture assays, 100 mL of pure re-suspended cultures were spotted at the center of TPM 1.5% agar plates, while for the mixed-population assays 12.5 mL of each resuspended culture were mixed prior to spotting the total volume of 100 ml. The expected spore productivity of mixed populations was calculated as the sum of pure culture productivities adjusted by the differential volume factor of 0.125.
Relationship between inter-origin distance of mixed isolates and group productivity in three-strain chimeras To test for a correlation between geographical distance between the spatial origins of mixed strains and total group productivity, three-strain mixes were made with strains selected from each of five spatial scales (mm, mm, cm, m and km). For the micrometre scale, three clones were selected randomly from each of three eight-strain sets of isolates from the same fruiting bodies that were previously tested for effects of chimerism in eight-strain mixes (Figure 1 ). Within each km-scale site, we randomly selected three-strain sets for each spatial scale of mm, cm and m (except that no m-scale set was possible for the MC site) and one strain was selected randomly from each of the three km-scale sites to generate a single km-scale three-strain set. We assigned a unique number to each strain reported in a previous study [11] , and selected the strains using ''randbetween'' function in Microsoft Excel. To test the effect of chimerism, we mixed three independent strains in equal proportions and compared the productivity of mixed populations with expected productivity calculated from monoculture productivity of each of the individual isolates in parallel assays. A test for a correlation between the approximate log 10 -transformed spatial distance between sample sites of mixed strains and the effect of chimerism on total group productivity was performed using Pearson's correlation test. Average inter-sample distance estimates for each major distance scale from Kraemer et al. [14] were used. For this analysis, we calculated the log 10 -transformed ratio of observed productivity over expected productivity (log[observed]/log[expected]) for each of the three-strain mixes at mm, cm, m, and km scales (N = 9).
Kanamycin-resistance marker
To allow estimates of individual strain responses to chimeric mixing, all eight isolates from fruiting body MC3.5.9 were marked with kanamycin resistance encoded on the plasmid pREG1727 [43] , which integrates into the Mx8 phage attachment site of the M. xanthus genome after transformation by electroporation [46] . Kanamycin was used at 40 mg/mL to select for growth of resistant colonies. The neutrality of the kanamycin resistance marker with respect to spore productivity was confirmed in an independent experiment by comparisons of pure culture spore productivity of each resistant transformant strain to that of its unmarked parent ( Figure S4 ).
Individual responses to eight-strain chimerism
The effects of chimerism on the spore productivity of individual strains in eight-strain mixes were tested by comparing the spore productivity of a marked variant of each isolate from MC3.5.9 in a mixed population with the seven other unmarked isolates (all strains mixed at equal proportion) versus the productivity of the each marked variant in pure culture.
Individual responses to two-strain chimerism For co-development assays, equal volumes of both competitors were mixed and dispensed on TPM agar (1.5% agar) plate. Hence, the total cell number and density was same for both pure and mixed-culture treatments. In each competition mixture one strain was marked with kanamycin resistance, allowing for direct quantification of the resistant competitor's sporulation efficiency when mixed with unmarked competitor. One-sample t tests were performed to test whether C i (j) estimates (see below) differ significantly from zero. Separate experiments with only unmarked strain variants were performed to measure the collective bidirectional effects of two-strain chimerism on total spore productivity. To calculate C i (j) and B ij values, viable spore count data were analyzed as described in Fiegna and Velicer [27] . The unidirectional mixing effect C i (j) is the effect of mixing two strains i and j on the productivity of strain i. To calculate C i (j) values, the expected logtransformed viable spore production of strain i based on pure culture spore productivity was subtracted from its actual log-transformed spore productivity during competition with strain j. Positive C i (j) values indicate that strain i sporulates more efficiently (i.e., converts a larger proportion of its initial cell population into spores) in the presence of strain j than in pure culture whereas negative values indicate the opposite. B ij is the total bidirectional mixing effect that indicates the difference between the actual total group spore production in mixes of strain i and j and the values expected from pure culture performance of the same strains. Positive B ij values indicate higher total productivity than expected from the pure culture performance of strain i and j whereas negative values indicate chimeric load [28] , or lower total productivity. Current Biology 28, 262-267.e1-e3, January 22, 2018 e2
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Data analysis was done using SPSS 23.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). Details of the statistical methods and outcomes are mentioned in the text, figure legends and detailed methods section. Most experiments were performed in three independent replicates unless otherwise specified in the method details section. Data was tested for inconsistencies from normal distribution before the use of t test. The Benjamini-Hochberg method [47] was used to correct for potential error from multiple testing and corrected p values are given in the figure captions and text.
